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Presenting Today: Matt Kuckuk
•

Matt recently joined the CHS team after decades leading AI
(Artificial Intelligence), ML (Machine Learning), and data
analytics practice teams of up to 200 data scientists and
developers in large consulting companies.

•

He has implemented a wide variety of AI/ML applications and
research projects for the public sector as well as commercial
organizations.

•

Creating and sustaining the AI/ML capability within CHS to
advance the USGS mission is now his main focus.
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Cloud Hosting Solutions Overview
• CHS is the required, supported, secure Cloud offering for USGS Science Centers and
mission programs
• Under the Office of Enterprise Information
• Available to USGS use since 2015
• Provides on-demand computing resources and services in the Cloud using Amazon
Web Services (AWS)
• Has recently started offering and supporting AI/ML services in the Cloud
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CHS AI/ML Support
• Amazon SageMaker platform – Python/Jupyter Notebook environment where users
can run algorithms they have developed. Or start with a pre-built algorithm and
modify it.
• Support for endpoints to deliver model results
• Model monitoring and performance evaluation

• Proposed: Amazon Kendra and Lex for intelligent text and voice response
• Plus S3 data storage, scheduling and provisioning that come with AWS cloud
computing
• Consulting support
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AI/ML Use Cases
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Common AI/ML Use Case Categories
Category 1: Predicting outcomes based on data patterns & trends
Category 2: Recognizing shapes in images, sounds in audio
Category 3: Finding answers to questions in an information source
Category 4: Classifying or rating documents according to content
Category 5: Optimization – finding the best solution to a complex problem
Category 6: Finding the natural patterns in a data set
…and more
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Common AI/ML Use Case Categories
Category 1: Predicting and detecting outcomes based on data patterns and trends
•

Seismology and volcanology

•

Streamflow and inundation

•

Case-based applications e.g.
health models
Algorithm types:
1. Deep-learning neural networks
2. RNN and LSTM
3. Random forest
4. SVM

Example: Water quality sensor malfunction
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Common AI/ML Use Case Categories
Category 2: Recognizing shapes in images, sounds in audio
•

Distinguishing animal sounds in audio

•

Finding land use patterns in aerial photos

•

Diagnosing cancerous growths in X ray images
Algorithm types:
1. Convolutional Neural Networks
2. Packages such as Amazon
Rekognition and Sensifai

Example:
Detecting and counting fish for wetland
restoration research
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Current AI/ML Use Cases
In addition to the water quality sensor and hydroacoustic cases.
Category 1: Predicting outcomes based on data patterns & trends
• Predicting streamflows and temperatures

Category 2: Recognizing shapes in images, sounds in audio
•
•
•
•

Measuring and predicting extent of water surface (inundation)
Detecting and counting bats from audio recordings
Finding tile drains on farmland from aerial photos
Finding the exact shoreline in video from coastal sensors

Category 3: Finding answers to questions in an information source
• Live chat and voice response application to answer questions from the public

Category 4: Classifying or rating documents according to content
Category 5: Optimization – finding the best solution to a complex problem
Category 6: Finding the natural patterns in a data set
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Scientific and Operational Use Cases

Scientific
Primary goal is to advance research in a
particular field. Get insights into the data, cause
and effect relationships, anomalies, patterns
and trends. Often involves using AI/ML
techniques for advanced types of data analysis.

Operational
Primary goal is to develop a useful system that can
be deployed to improve how something is done.
Once deployed, new data comes in and a user
community interacts with the system in some way. It
may be set up for continuous learning.

Scientific cases can lead to Operational cases. Operational cases usually involve some original research.
The two different goals call for different approaches to data, algorithms and surrounding infrastructure.
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Get Started
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Get Started with CHS and AI/ML
•

Matt Kuckuk is the primary point of contact. matt.kuckuk@effectual.com

•

Enter a use case description at https://taskmgr.chs.usgs.gov/servicedesk/customer/portal/10/create/256.

•

Schedule an introductory meeting to start the process.

•

Things to consider beforehand and what to bring to the first meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will this be data driven (e.g. for a Machine Learning algorithm)?
What condition is the data in?
What general AI/ML category does it belong to?
Is it best described as Scientific or Operational?
Has some modeling work been done already? What were the results?
What skills, relative to AI/ML, does your team have already, and where could you use some help?
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Questions?

